
Taking Advantage of CBD 
Whitespace on Twitter

Medterra



Part 1

Activating on Twitter

Twitter is one of the only social media platforms that allows 
advertisements for approved CBD topical products.

Click to view the policy

https://business.twitter.com/en/help/ads-policies/ads-content-policies/drugs-and-drug-paraphernalia.html


Part 2

In September, Medterra launched Twitter ads for the first time. The spend was 
extremely low indicating they may be doing a test trial and may increase budget in the 

future. The campaign generated 400K impressions from a total spend of $1.8K.
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Part 3

The top twitter creatives focused on a discount code for 20% off.

Tactic
Large product photos & pain relief focus

Spend: $800 | Impressions: 189K |  CPM: $4.21

Click to view

Tactic
Pain relief focus with use case photo example

Spend: $300 | Impressions: 76K |  CPM: $3.94

Click to view

Tactic
Pain relief focus with use case photo example

Spend: $100 | Impressions: 33K |  CPM: $2.99

Click to view

Activating on Twitter

https://www.twitter.com/pathmatics/status/1305941499784450050
https://www.twitter.com/pathmatics/status/1305941832204005376
https://www.twitter.com/pathmatics/status/1305942208491773953


Part 4

The ads directed users to the Medterra CBD topicals page which contains 
information on the advantages of CBD with a focus on their pain cream.

Activating on Twitter

https://medterracbd.com/category-cbd-topicals?clx=11377517&r=&affid=16063&d=category-topicals&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=display800&utm_campaign=paincreamm1


Part 5

Twitter may be a whitespace opportunity as most CBD brands’ Twitter 
followings are quite small—with Twitter making up an average of 4% of 

competitors’ total social following & 1% of competitors September ad spend. 
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Part 6

Looking outside CBD, brands like McDonald’s have seen great success on 
Twitter through organic social rather than relying solely on advertising.

Focus on what works best on Twitter: 

Posting simple status tweets rather than 
photos or regular advertisements can 
appear more authentic to consumers. 

This strategy requires a smaller 
investment of capital & time as is it just 

text rather than a photo or video ad. 

Humour 

McDonalds does a great job of 
showcasing their brand personality as 

well as personifying the brand as 
someone who understands their 

audience’s struggles.
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Part 7

McDonald’s tweets have gone viral so many times that they have attracted 
other brands to come on their page and comment (e.g.., Fall Guys, Facebook, 

Sprite) which further increases McDonald’s reach and visibility. 

Activating on Twitter



Part 8

McDonalds spent $637K on the below Twitter ad but it only generated 5K engagements, 
while organic tweet posts generated 18x more engagements on average. 

Ad Organic Posts

Spend: $637K| Engagements: 5K Spend: $0| Avg. Engagements: 90K 

Activating on Twitter



From the Medterra Twitter Case Study

Paid Channel Focus Allocation — Twitter: Twitter is one of the only social media platforms that allows advertisements for 
approved CBD topical products. In September, Medterra tested Twitter ads with a small spend of $1.8K. This campaign generated 
400K impressions and was focused on spreading awareness around their pain relief cream. Ad spend on Twitter accounted for 1% 
of total competitor ad spend in September and Twitter accounted for an average of 4% of competitors’ total social following in 
September. As such, Twitter may present a potential whitespace opportunity to spread brand awareness as it is currently being 
neglected by competitors.

Social Tactic — Focus on What Works Best on Twitter: Brands like McDonalds have been able to gain large amounts of organic 
engagement on Twitter through the use of text based tweets. These tweets do not include photos/videos or focus on ad content. 
Rather, these tweets focus on more of a “status update” strategy where McDonalds imbues their post with humor while 
simultaneously showcasing and bolstering their brand personality. These tweets connect with McDonalds’ audience through 
shared struggles such as their tweet which pokes fun at people ordering at McDonalds (“can I get a uhhhhhhh…).  

Due to the consistent virality of their tweets, McDonalds has attracted other brands (e.g., Fall Guys, Facebook, & Sprite) who 
comment on the tweets hoping to piggyback on McDonalds viral nature, which in turn furthers McDonalds organic reach. 
Consider how you can showcase your brand’s personality on Twitter through text-based tweets that connect with your audience 
and are not blatant advertisements. 

Key Takeaways


